
Dots and Lines without Walls
Written by: Tiffany Lam

As a child, did you play “Connect the Dots”? Initially there are 
only dots and numbers, but as dots are connected according to 
its numeric sequence a picture surfaces. Without the numbers, 
how can one see clearly the connection between the dots? 
Interpersonal relationships are like dots without numbers – they 
seem to be unconnected but if we are willing to link them up, a 
wonderful picture will form.

In June 2014, newly graduated F.6 students from Ying Wa Girls’ 
School and Ying Wa College had a cross-cultural exposure event 
with P.5 students from Pat Heung Central Primary School. It was 
like linking up people that were originally unrelated. The ‘connect 
the dots’ began when they collaborated in making a short film 
about the life and culture of South Asian children residing in Hong 
Kong.

Connecting to Harmony

“The Himalayas were all I knew about Nepal. Then from TV 
programs I learned about the difficulties of the lives of South 
Asians in Hong Kong, particularly in their learning of Chinese.” 
Tina, the curious short-haired and vivacious student from Ying Wa 
Girls’ School walked into the primary school where pupils are 
mainly South Asians. “I was a bit nervous, not because of using 
English to communicate, but rather my inexplicable alienation to 

the children or South Asians.” Besides, one often hear unpleasant 
stories or experiences about the South Asian communities in 
Hong Kong; it was like reading bad reviews of a film before you 
watch it… Yet, hearsay is never as accurate as personal 
experience.

Tina is first on the left

Tina and Ying Wa classmates tried to search information about 
the Nepalese culture but only bits and pieces were found – 
available documentations did not have Chinese or English 
translation and the students had no idea where to buy the 
Nepalese daily necessities. Living in a foreign environment 
without a trace of one’s own culture, this place does not seem to 
have any dots or lines for connection.

Laughter could be heard coming from the classroom – Ying Wa 
students were playing an ice-breaking game “Hamburger” with 
the primary students: when an order was sounded, the last 
person to withdraw his/her hand lost the game. The F.6 students 
regained the pure joy from this simple game. “It’s pleasurable to 
see their childlike happiness!” says Tina.

On another day, the exhausted Tina walked into the classroom to 
prepare for more film-shooting and a Nepalese girl called Khushi 
came in and handed Tina some chicken Momo (dumplings); then 
followed by Soniya and Prenisha with Aloo Dum (hot and spicy 
deep fried potatoes) and finally by Binti and Swechchha bringing 
in Chapata (mixing chips with cucumbers, tomatoes, onions, fresh 
lemon and instant noodles). These lovingly prepared Nepalese 
specialities and the children’s hospitality instantly reenergised 
Tina.
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Ying Wa Girls’ School F.6 student Emily told us, “Once, a cheeky 
girl suggested to play the game ‘Simon says’ and instructed us to 
do all sorts of funny moves. We had not known each other for 
long but we had a great time filming and playing games; we were 
very sad when the time came for us to say goodbye to each 
other.

Ying Wa College’s Dexter says, “We communicated with each 
other by playing basketball games. We had a great time playing 
and mingling; such connection represents the kind of harmony we 
hope for in our society.”

Even though it is difficult to find the connected dots in our society, 
a City of Harmony without wall seems to have established 
through interacting with these South Asian children. In this City 
people abound by equality and love. They listen, learn and share 
with each other regardless of their status, wealth, knowledge and 
religion. Respect and love is the nutrients of the City. Its existence 
rely on people efforts. Nowadays society needs more people to 
join in its construction.

The one-week cross-cultural exposure quickly came to an end. 
Tina most wanted to give more time to the children. “I hope to 
give them the gift of time – I had been too busy organising 
activities and did not have more time to spend with them. But 
every time I visit, I felt strongly that they cherish our meetings, 
especially when we play. I greatly appreciate this kind of simplicity  
and purity.”

Some say that a school is an miniature of a society. As future 
leaders of our society, through cross-cultural exposure they 
experienced the joy of simplicity, with earnestly listen to other 
people needs and to understand a people group different from 
theirs. As pointed out by their teacher: if our future is built by 
these students, our society will be blessed, noble and edifying.”

Outward extensions of dots and lines 

Time flew. Tina is six months into university life studying her first-
choice of subject. Her passion for the South Asian did not end 
with the exposure event. Although university life is very busy, she 
spends her free Thursday afternoons tutoring South Asian 
children.

“Through tutoring, I get to spend time with them and truly 
understand where their learning difficulties lie… They work very 
hard, writing English notes next to the Chinese words, but they 
find it difficult to understand Chinese words when they are put 
together.” Because they do not know how to form sentences, they  
rely heavily on online translation tools but as a result wrong and 
silly Chinese sentences are made.

The children keen desire for learning motivates Tina to spend 
time tutoring them. She cherishes meeting them, talking not only 
about homework but also about school and family. Sometimes 
happy, sometimes sad.

“What is now the gift you want to give them?” It is not time but, “I 
hope to create a set of teaching materials that helps non-Chinese 
speaking people learn Chinese, so that language will not be an 
obstruction to communication, and they can express their needs 
and difficulties with fluency. Of course, the most urgent desire is 
to increase their chances of employment, giving them basic living 
security.”

We are glad to see that a fun and social interschool event has 
grown to be a specific social participation, whether a personal 
response or a group involvement. CEDAR plays an active role in 
linking churches and believers in different districts, both in Hong 
Kong and overseas, for them to practise the Lord Jesus’ 
incarnated teaching amongst the poor, to break barriers between 
persons, families, communities and between God and men, 
linking up the dots.

The situation with South Asian students in Hong 
Kong:

1. In Hong Kong, there are nearly 15,000 non-Chinese 
speaking students in aided or DSS primary / secondary 
schools, and 12,000 non-Chinese speaking pre-school 
children.

2. We are lacking courses and teachers’ training with Chinese 
as a second language, and South Asians generally having 
difficulties learning Chinese. Since subjects are taught in 
Chinese, the disadvantage also affects theses students’ 
overall academic performance.

3. Because of the differences in their outward appearance, 
culture and lifestyle, they are often rejected or isolated by 
others.

4. Children formerly living in villages find it harder to adapt to 
Hong Kong’s urban rhythm and its more complex social 
environment.

5. South Asians mostly have jobs in the service sector working 
long hours or in shifts, which affect the family relationship 
thereby weakening the parents’ support for their children.



Women in Nepal Can Have Self-confidence and 
Dignity

The Nepalese culture is strongly influenced by male superiority 
and caste system values. Local women, especially those in rural 
districts, are rarely involved in social events or decision making 
processes. Not only are they unable to express their views, they 
are also unfairly treated and bounded by various social 
restrictions.

Kaumari Thing lives in the hill area of Bharta in Makwanpur 
district, central Nepal. Her husband passed away eleven years 
ago and to raise her two children she worked odd jobs in a farm. 
Being a widow with unstable income, nobody would lend her 
money. Then she joined a women’s self-help group organised by 
CEDAR’s partner Share and Care; she learned writing, money 
saving and finance management. Kaumari also participated in 
social affairs and started her own farming with a small loan from 
the self-help group. Now she and her children no longer need to 
worry about food and shelter. Furthermore the two children can 
go to school, making Kaumari very proud and contented.

CEDAR’s partner Share and Care carries out empowerment 
projects for women in the hill areas of Nepal, building and 
enhancing local women and girls’ capability by:
• Setting up women’s self-help groups, teaching literacy and 

finance management, livelihood development, women’s rights, 
social affairs participation, and raising awareness of issues 
such as human trafficking and domestic violence;

• Providing girls with education support, forming self-help groups 
for girls, enhancing their basic life-skills, hygiene and health 
knowledge, and raising their awareness of human trafficking.

Kaumari now actively promotes women’s development in her 
village. We hope that with your support, more Nepalese women 
may become self-confident, dignified and valuable.

STEP INTO THE WORLD

Children ministry in South India

Viji Keren has joined the children ministry of CEDAR’s partner, 
Christian Missions Charitable Trust (CMCT), for ten years and 
CEDAR’s staffs have been keeping close contact with Viji 
regarding the children in India. Today we get to know this frontline 
worker better through his sharing.

Q: Why did you join CMCT?
Viji: I thank God for the opportunity to work at CMCT. I asked that 
God would lead me to a place where I might serve Him, and so 
here I am. It brings great satisfaction to do His will serving the 
poorest of the society. When I see children transformed by God I 
cannot but give praise and thank Him for choosing me as His tool 
through which He shows the impoverished children His power.

Q: What kind of transformation do you see on the children?
Viji: CMCT’s vision is to facilitate an all-round enhancement of the 
life of the poor, and its children sponsorship department very 
much hopes to see children lives being completely transformed. It  
is a big challenge to walk with the children and respond to their 
poverty from different aspects. But it is most vital that their lives 
are linked to God, redeemed by Him and grow spiritually.

Q: What hopes do you see from the children and your 
ministry?
Viji: I always feel hopeful when I see the young people turn to 
Christ and thankful that I am a part of it. I am overjoyed whenever 
the impoverished children lives are uplifted and even their 
families’ situations improved because of our projects.

Q: How can Christians in Hong Kong walk with you and your 
children?
Viji: I am very thankful to the Hong Kong believers for sponsoring 
the children in India because they live in dire conditions and really  
need people’s help. We witnessed how your support helped the 
children’s family rebuild fallen walls and kept the lives of children 
suffering from cancer. It is precious that these families got out of 
their predicaments and now live a new life. Please continue to 
walk with the children in Chennai, giving them a bright future.

JOIN HANDS JOIN HEARTS



Global Discipleship
Author: Law Chung-man (Youth Pastor of Tsung Tsin Mission of 
Hong Kong Whampoa Church)

As a pastor for teenagers, my biggest desire is to nurture them 
with the truth, see their hearts captivated by God and their lives 
being totally transformed, ultimately firmly following Him. I have 
always wished to see a closer relationship between the church 
and the world, so that the world can see the mighty power of life 
transformation and see God’s glory and reality through our 
unusual lives. Hence we encourage youngsters to take root in the 
truth and renew their minds, also to bring love and hope to their 
communities.

In August 2013, God led us to CEDAR Fund and we were 
introduced to ‘Global Discipleship’, a totally new experiential 
discipleship training. I believe that cross-cultural exposure can 
impact our life values and worldviews – through opening wide our 
eyes and going into the world we step out of our self-
centeredness. In Hong Kong we largely obtain knowledge from 
books. The Global Discipleship is a challenge because we need 
to think differently by reflecting from experience; we also need to 
feel the world and then express that feeling – each step is a 
lesson of putting our trust in God despite the unknowns. Cross-
cultural exposure also means leaving our comfort zone, allowing 
the local culture to touch our lives. This is a challenge to pastoral 
workers’ faith, a lesson on letting go and looking unto Him.

It took almost one year from knowing about Global Discipleship to 
finally completing the 24-day exposure trip to Africa. The process 
was not easy and launching an all-new discipleship training was 
complex so 2014 has been a challenge and breakthrough for me. 
There is no formula to adolescent growth as the Father 
encounters each of us in different ways. But in that cross-cultural 
context we were placed in unfamiliar circumstances, met various 
witnesses and experienced poverty and oppression. That was the 
time when we allowed God to speak to our lives and challenged 
us in different ways.

I truly appreciate the young people who went to Africa with me: 
they allow their experiences there to transform their lives. May 
young people become the Lord’s disciples, determined to follow 
Him.

TAKING ACTION

“Red Packet Campaign” & “Pass the ‘Gut’ - 
Goodness．Gracious” Campaign 2015 

Chinese New Year is coming. Have you thought about how to 
bless the poor around the world in some tangible ways that will 
enhance their health, safety and livelihood? Join us to transform 
your superfluous red packet money into a gift that can meet some 
basic needs of the poor. For details, please call Ms. Kwan and Mr. 
Tang at 2371 9627.

CEDAR would like to appeal to churches and Christians for 
regular donations so that CEDAR can continue to support 
ongoing projects. 

Direct deposit> HSBC 600-385678-001 
Cheque> Payable to ‘CEDAR FUND’ 
Autopay> http://cedarfundeng.wordpress.com/donations/
Online donation> http://bit.ly/cedar-online-donation-eng 

Please send us the payment information for donation receipt 
issuing purpose. Donations of HK$100 or above are tax-
deductible in HK with our receipts.

ANNOUNCEMENT

DONATION & PARTNERSHIP

OPERATING STATEMENT

AccumulatedAccumulated
Oct - Nov 2014Oct - Nov 2014 Jul - Nov 14Jul - Nov 14

Income DonationsDonations HK$   1,696,894 HK$   3,790,974 
Grants   -     -   
Appeal for ReliefAppeal for Relief   26,122   383,875 
HKSAR Disaster Relief FundHKSAR Disaster Relief FundHKSAR Disaster Relief Fund 2,889,000   2,889,000 
to India Flood Reliefto India Flood Relief
Other IncomeOther Income 3,177   31,322 

HK$   4,615,193 HK$   7,095,171 

Expenditure Projects Asia   316,069   1,793,669 
China   872,898   1,684,763 
Africa   139,843   868,668 

Relief ProjectsRelief Projects   225,508   686,338 
HKSAR Disaster Relief FundHKSAR Disaster Relief FundHKSAR Disaster Relief Fund   2,889,000   2,889,000 
to India Flood Reliefto India Flood Relief
Education MinistryEducation Ministry   193,760   458,124 
AdministrationAdministration   226,041   573,258 

HK$   4,863,119 HK$   8,953,820 
Surplus/(Deficit)Surplus/(Deficit) HK$   (247,926) HK$   (1,858,649)

Please visit our website for a detailed financial statement. Budget for Dec 2014 to 
June 2015 is HKD6,460,043. Please remember the needs of CEDAR and partners, 
through prayers and donation, to ensure all the project to be implemented.
(Excluded the reserved relief fund HKD1,300,433)
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